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 .Here we study the meet semilattice generated by Syl G within thep
subgroup lattice of the finite group G, where p is a fixed prime. We
uncovered the results contained herein while investigating connections
w x w xbetween Brodkey's Theorem 2 and Ito's paper 10 , both of which deal
w xwith intersections of Sylow subgroups. G. Robinson's article 12 stimulated
our search for deeper results. However, by the time our work became
w xconclusive, scarcely any trace of the origins remained. The article 1
contains an earlier progress report, as well as more historical details.
Our main result, Theorem 1.3 of this paper, implies that if p is an odd
non-Mersenne prime, G is a finite p-solvable group, and P , P , P are1 2 3
Sylow p-subgroups of G, then G possesses a Sylow p-subgroup P such4
that P l P s P l P l P .1 4 1 2 3
Our main result also considers when p s 2 or p is Mersenne. The same
w xresult cannot hold here as the examples in Ito's paper 10 attest. However,
we show that for such primes p in a p-solvable group, the intersection of
any four Sylow p-subgroups can be obtained as the intersection of three
Sylow p-subgroups with one Sylow p-subgroup in common. Our main
result also considers conditions circumventing Ito's examples so that the
intersection of three Sylow subgroups can be obtained as the intersection
of two. The final section gives examples to demonstrate how crucial
p-solvability has been for our main result.
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 .For arbitrary prime p and positive integer m, we show that in GL 2m, p
there is an intersection of m Sylow p-subgroups which cannot be obtained
as the intersection of m y 1 Sylow p-subgroups.
The proof is lengthy due to the many reductions and the generality we
seek to maintain. Some readers will be familiar with some of the reduc-
tions. There is extensive use of wreath products and the construction of
 .  .Sylow p-subgroups in S and GL n, q , for p, q s 1. Moreover, then
critical groups for us will turn out to be semidirect products of these Sylow
subgroups on certain natural groups.
 .Notable among the reductions are: 1 To the p-nilpotent case and then
 .to these critical groups in Section 2, and 2 To certain basic groups in
Section 4, groups which have been shown in Section 3 to determine the
critical groups through iterated wreath product and semidirect product
constructions. In Section 5 the necessary properties for the basic groups
are established and, then, Section 6 is devoted to collecting the precise
details for the proof of Theorem 1.3.
The solvability of groups of odd order is used, as is a consequence of the
classification of finite simple groups. Namely, if G is a finite simple group
  . < <.which has an automorphism a such o a , G s 1, then G must be a
group of Lie type and a must be associated to a field automorphism of the
underlying field. In the solvable case, it is interesting to note that our
reductions have led to a condition requiring the existence of a regular
orbit, or, lacking that, the appropriate behavior of a point-stabilizer on the
remainder of the points. No deep classification results have been used for
this.
The first named author gratefully acknowledges the hospitality of the
University of Tubingen where the seeds of these ideas sprouted in SpringÈ
1990.
1. PRELIMINARIES AND THE MAIN RESULT
All groups considered are finite.
1.1. DEFINITION. Let p be a prime and m a positive integer. Define
 .  .  4mq 1  .the class I m by G g I m provided whenever Q : Syl G , therep p i is1 p
 4m  . mq 1 mis P : Syl G such that P s Q and F Q s F P .i is1 p 1 1 is1 i is1 i
We will say a class K of groups is subgroup-closed if G g K and U F
G implies U g K and is quotient-closed if G g K and N eG implies
}
GrN g K. We intend to show certain subgroup-closed and quotient-closed
 .classes are contained in I m .p
For p a prime, we let S denote the class of p-solvable groups, i.e.,p
groups G in which each chief factor of G, whose order is divisible by p, is
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solvable. Here our notation differs from some who choose this for the
.class of p-groups. It is routine that S is both subgroup-closed andp
 .quotient-closed. If HrK is a chief factor of group G, then Aut HrKG
 .  .denotes that subgroup of Aut HrK naturally isomorphic to GrC HrK .G
For a prime p, a p-chief factor of G is one whose order is a power of p.
1.2. DEFINITION. Let p be a prime. Define A as follows: if p is oddp
but not Mersenne, A s S , or if p is Mersenne, thenp p
A s G g S If HrK is a 2-chief factor of G, Aut HrK is abelian . 5p p G
and
If HrK is a q-chief factor of G, where q is a Fermat or
A s G g S .2 2 5Mersenne prime, then Aut HrK is abelian . .G
It is easy to check that A is a subgroup-closed, quotient-closed class.p
The principal aim of this paper is the proof of the following theorem.
 .  .1.3. THEOREM. Let p be a prime. Then S : I 3 and A : I 2 .p p p p
 .2. PROPERTIES OF THE CLASS I m ANDp
SOME REDUCTIONS
 .In Section 1 the class I m was defined. Now some of its elementaryp
properties will be discussed. First, we include a result that has proven most
useful.
2.1. LEMMA. Suppose G s AB where AeG and B l A s 1. Then for
a  .a g A, B l B s C a .B
wThe proof of this well-known lemma is straightforward 6, A. Lem-
.xma 16.3a .
 .We now consider the class I m .p
2.2. LEMMA. Let p be a prime and m a positi¨ e integer.
 .  .  .i If G g I m and T eeG, then T g I m .p p} }
 .  .  .ii If G , G g I m , then G = G g I m .1 2 p 1 2 p
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 .  .  <  .4Proof. i Since T eeG, Syl T s T l P P g Syl G . It is imme-p p
 .diate from this that T g I m .p
 .  .  <  . 4ii Similarly, Syl G = G s P = P P g Syl G for i s 1, 2 .p 1 2 1 2 i p i
 .From this, it is straightforward to verify that G = G g I m .1 2 p
We will now show that for a subgroup-closed and quotient-closed class
 .K : S , whether K : I m depends only upon the p-nilpotent groups inp p
K, which in turn depends only on semidirect products A i P in K, where
 .A is a p9-group, P is a p-subgroup of Aut A which is maximal such that
A i P g K and A is a minimal normal subgroup of A i P. Eventually,
for those particular K we need to consider, P will be a Sylow p-subgroup
 .of Aut A .
 .2.3. PROPOSITION. Let G be a finite group, p a prime, P g Syl G , andp
 .N eG. Suppose GrN and NP belong to I m for some m.p}
 .Then G g I m .p
 4mq 1  .  .Proof. Let P : Syl G . Since GrN g I m , there existsi is1 p p
 4m  . mq 1 mQ : Syl G such that F P N s F Q N and P N s Q N. Con-i is1 p is1 i is1 i 1 1
jugating by an element in N, if necessary, we may suppose P s Q . Let1 1
T s Fm Q N. Observe that N F T and for each i, 1 F i F m q 1, Tris1 i
N F P NrN a p-group. Consequently, for each i, 1 F i F m q 1,i
 .T ee P N and so P l T g Syl T . Similarly, for each i, 1 F i F m,i i p} }
 .Q l T g Syl T .i p
 .In particular, T ee P N, which is isomorphic to PN g I m and so by1 p} }
 .  .  4m  .Lemma 2.2 i , T g I m . Thus there exists R : Syl T such thatp i is1 p
m mq1  . mq 1R s P l T and F R s F P l T s F P . By Sylow's Theo-1 1 is1 i is1 i is1 i
rem, for each j, 1 F j F m, R is conjugate to Q l T in T F Q N. Hence,j j j
there is, for each such j, n g N such that R s Qn j l T. Since R s P lj j j 1 1
T s Q l T , we may choose n s 1. Then Fm Qni F T and1 1 is1 i
m m
n ni iQ s Q l T .F Fi i
is1 is1
m
s RF i
is1
mq1
s P , and P s Q .F i 1 1
is1
 .Thus, G g I m .p
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2.4. COROLLARY. Let p be a prime and m a positi¨ e integer. Suppose K
is a class of finite groups which is subgroup-closed and quotient-closed.
Suppose that the following condition is fulfilled:
 .) If G g K and N is a minimal normal subgroup of G such that
 .GrN is a p-group, then G g I m .p
 .Then K : I m .p
< <Proof. Use induction on G for G g K. For G g K, if G is simple,
 .  .G g I m by ) . If G is not simple, let N be a minimal normal subgroupp
 .of G. Since G g K, GrN g K and so, by induction, GrN g I m .p
 .  .So, if GrN is a p-group, then G g I m by ) .p
 .If GrN is not a p-group, let P g Syl G . Then PN - G. Hence, sincep
 .  .PN g K, PN g I m . Consequently, by Proposition 2.3, G g I m .p p
We observe to no known useful end, that the hypothesis that K be
subgroup-closed may be replaced by the weaker ``Fischer property'';
namely, if G g K and U F G such that Urcore U is a p-group, thenG
U g K.
2.5. PROPOSITION. Let p be a prime, m be a positi¨ e integer, and K : Sp
be such that K is quotient-closed and subgroup-closed. Also, suppose K
 .satisfies )) :
 .  .)) For each p9-group A and for each p-group P F Aut A which is
 .maximal among the p-subgroups of Aut A such that A i P g K and A is a
 .minimal normal subgroup of A i P, A i P g I m .p
 .Then K : I m .p
 .Proof. We verify ) of Corollary 2.4 under our hypothesis here.
Let G g K and N be a minimal normal subgroup of G such that GrN
is a p-group. Since G is p-solvable, N is either a p-group or a p9-group.
 .If N is a p-group, then so is G, which obviously belongs to I m . If Np
 .  .  .is a p9-group, then, for Y g Syl G , G s NY. Note that O G s C N .p p Y
 .  .  .Since GrO G g I m exactly when G g I m , it is no loss of generalityp p p
 .  .to suppose O G s 1 and consequently C N s 1.p Y
 .Then, there is an injective homomorphism G: Y ª Aut N such that
 .  .  .G ( N i G Y . Now G Y is a p-group and, since N i G Y g K, there
 .is a p-group P F Aut N maximal among the p-subgroups such that
 .N i P g K; and G Y F P. Hence N is still a minimal normal subgroup
 .  .of N i P. Thus by )) , N i P g I m .p
 .  .  .However, N i G Y ee N i P. Thus by Lemma 2.2 i , G ( N i G Y} }
 .  .  .g I m . Thus K satisfies ) and so by Corollary 2.4, K : I m .p p
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 .The portion of )) of Proposition 2.5 requiring that A be a minimal
normal subgroup of A i P implies that A must be characteristically
simple. Such an A must then be a direct product of groups all isomorphic
 w x.to a finite simple group see 7, I. Satz 9.12 . Moreover in case A is a
q-group for a prime q and P is a non-identity abelian p-group, A is an
 . . < < tirreducible GF q P -module and, as is well-known, A s q where t is
< tminimal such that p q y 1 and P is cyclic. This is all now stated explicitly
 w x.for future reference see 7, II. Satz 3.10 .
2.6. LEMMA. Let P be an abelian p-group, p a prime, and let A be a
 . . < < tfaithful irreducible GF q P -module, p / q. Then A s q where t is mini-
< tmal such that p q y 1, and P, as a subgroup of a Sylow p-subgroup of
 .Aut A , is cyclic.
3. ACTIONS OF p-GROUPS UPON p9-GROUPS
 .From condition )) in Proposition 2.5, it becomes imperative that we
study the actions of p-groups on p9-groups. We begin with some defini-
tions and remarks about one group acting on another and the resulting
semidirect products.
 .3.1. DEFINITION. Let A and B be groups with groups X F Aut A
 .and Y F Aut B . We say X on A is equivalent to Y on B provided there
exist isomorphisms f : A ¸ B and c : X ¸ Y such that for all x g X,
 x.f  f. x ca g A, a s a .
It is easily seen that this equivalence of faithful group actions is a
genuine equivalence relation. Most importantly for us in connection with
 .)) of Proposition 2.5 is the routinely proven fact that if X on A is
equivalent to Y on B, then A i X ( B i Y. Also, for the classes K which
 .are relevant in the sequel, we are interested in Sylow subgroups in )) of
  ..Proposition 2.5. Note that if P , P g Syl Aut N for a prime p, using1 2 p
conjugation one verifies that P on N is equivalent to P on N. Hence, in1 2
 .considering )) of Proposition 2.5, only one Sylow p-subgroup needs to
be considered.
 .Moreover, in )) of Proposition 2.5, N is a characteristically simple
group. The Sylow subgroups for such groups are well understood. Because
we deal with abelian and nonabelian groups simultaneously, and we will
have some very specific calculations to perform with the actions, we will
collect facts and present our notation rather than only refer the reader.
wOne will find basic material in 7, I.15, III.15, and III.16; 6, A. Proposition
x18.14 .
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We will need wreath products acting on direct products of groups. There
is a notational problem because the base of the wreath product is itself a
direct product. Our computations need to be with the base of the wreath
product, as well as, in the direct product being acted upon. We will adopt
the notation of using a direct sum for the group being acted upon even
though that group may be non-abelian. We will maintain 1 as its identity
element.
It is probably a good idea for us to be explicit about our wreath product
notation since it is at the heart of this result. We intend to maintain this
notation through Section 6.
Suppose D is a finite set, B F S , the group of permutations of D, andD
suppose G is a group. The wreath product G X B is the semidirect product
 4of F s f : D ª G and a group B isomorphic to, and usually just called
bB, with action of B on F as follows: for b g B, f g F, f is defined for
b .  y1 .d g D, by f d s f d b , writing permutations on the right but func-
tions in F on the left. It is straightforward to check this is a faithful action
of B on F.
Suppose now that G acts on A, D is still a finite set, and B F S . ThenD
G X B acts on [ A where A s A. We will specify the action wed dd g D
want.
 .For d g D, a g A, let d , a denote that element in [ A which isdd g D
non-identity only in the d-coordinate and that entry is a. Then each
element in [ A can be uniquely expressed up to permutation ofdd g D
.  .ordering as  d , a , where a g A s A.d g D d d d
Using this notation we specify the action of G X B on [ A asdd g D
 . f  f d ..follows: for d g D, a g A, and then, for f g F, d , a s d , a , and for
 .b  .b g B, d , a s d b, a . This definition is then extended ``linearly'' to
[ A as an action. Moreover, note that for d g A, a g A, f g F, anddd g D
b g B
y1 f bb f b y1d , a s d b , a .  .
by1y1 f d b .s d b , a .
y1 b f bf d b . f d .s d , a s d , a s d , a . . .  .
This is the essential ingredient to show that G X B, the semidirect
product of F and B as defined above, acts on [ A .dd g D
 4If G is a collection of groups, we will use the notation  G tod d g D d g D D
denote the external direct product of this collection.
There is another observation along these lines. Again D is a finite set,
A, a group, with A s A for each d g D. Suppose for each d g D,d
 .G F Aut A . Then  G acts on [ A componentwise and thed d g D d dd g D
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 .  .semidirect product [ A i  G (  A i G , the directd d g D d d g D d dd g D
product of the individual semidirect products for each d g D.
 .We should now be ready to discuss the Sylow p-subgroups of Aut N
where N is characteristically simple.
3.2. DEFINITION. Let p be a prime and let A be a simple p9-group.
Define n as follows: A, p.
1 if A is non-abelian
n s . A , p.  5o q mod p if A is cyclic of order q .
Thus, when A is a cyclic q-group, n is the smallest positive integer t A, p.
< tsuch that p q y 1.
3.3. DEFINITION. Let p be a prime and let A be a simple p9-group.
 .i For s, a non-negative integer, let
n ?p s-times A , p. .s , p l
A s A [ ??? [ A ,[
 .  A, p.    s, p. ..ii For s, a non-negative integer, let B g Syl Aut [ A .s p
 .When p and A are given, we shall write: 1 n , instead of n , andA  A, p.
 .  A, p.2 B instead of B .s s
3.4. PROPOSITION. Let p be a prime and let A be a simple p9-group. Let n
be a positi¨ e integer and let n s l n ps q l n psy1 q ??? ql n q ls A sy1 A 0 A
where 0 F l - p, for 0 F i F s, and 0 F l - n . Then fori A
n-timesl
P g Syl Aut A ??? A ,[ [p  / /
P on
n-timesl
A ??? A[ [
is equi¨ alent to
l -times l -timess 0 l-timesl l l
= = = = = =B ??? B = ??? = B ??? B = 1 ??? 1s s 0 0  / /  /
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on
l -times l -timess 0 .  .  .  .s , p s , p 0, p 0, pl l
A ??? A [ ??? [ A ??? A[ [ [ [ [ [ [ [ /  /
l-timesl
[ A ??? .[ [ /
Proof. For A non-abelian, n s 1 andA
n-timesl
Aut A ??? A[ [ /
  ..is isomorphic to Aut A X S , the wreath product in the natural repre-n
w x  w xsentation of S 6, A.18.14 . It is then true see 7, I. Hilfssatz 16.5 that ifn
  ..  .   .. .X g Syl Aut A and Y g Syl S , then X X Y g Syl Aut A X S .p p n p n
Our result follows by the conjugacy of Sylow subgroups and by considering
the order of a Sylow subgroup in S .n
When A is abelian, A is a cyclic group of order q for some prime q / p
and
n-timesl
Aut A ??? A ( GL n , q . .[ [ /
< nA .Also, n is minimal such that p q y 1 . Note that for a positive integerA
 nA.t, a Sylow p-subgroup of GL t, q acting on a t-dimensional vector space
 nA.  .over GF q is equivalent to a Sylow p-subgroup of GL tn , q acting onA
tn -timesAl
 w x. w xA ??? A see 7, p. 190 . Then our proposition follows by 13 , for p[ [
w xodd; and by 4 , for p s 2.
The importance of Proposition 3.4 is that the study of the action of a
Sylow p-subgroup of
n-timesl
Aut A ??? A[ [ /
can be reduced to studying the actions of B on [ s, p. A.s
w xAlso note that using the Krull]Remak]Schmidt Theorem 6, A.4.13 ,
w xwhen A is non-abelian, or Maschke's Theorem 6, A.11.5 when A is
abelian, [ s, p. A has no non-identity proper normal B -invariant sub-s
groups. Consequently [ s, p. A is a minimal normal subgroup of [ s, p.
A i B .s
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Fortunately, for a fixed p and a simple p9-group A, the action of B ons
[ s, p. A can be analyzed by induction on s. Again this is well known but
we will make a formal statement using the notation we maintain through
Section 6 and giving appropriate reference.
 4Let p be a fixed prime. Let D s 1, . . . , p . Note that for the simple
 sq1, p.   s, p. .p9-group A and the non-negative integer s, [ A ( [ [ A ,dd g D
  s, p. .  s, p.where [ A s [ A.d
3.5. PROPOSITION. Let p be a prime and let A be a finite simple p9-group.
 .  sq1, p.i If A is non-abelian, then, for s G 0, B on [ A issq1
  s, p. .equi¨ alent to B X C on [ [ A .s p dd g D
 . < <ii If A is abelian with A s q, and, either p is odd or p s 2 with
q ' 1 mod 4, then, for s G 0, B on [ sq1, p. A is equi¨ alent to B X Csq1 s p
  s, p. .on [ [ A .dd g D
 . < <iii If A is abelian with A s q ' 3 mod 4 and p s 2, then, for
 sq1, p.   s, p. .s G 1, B on [ A is equi¨ alent to B X C on [ [ A .sq1 s p dd g D
 .   s, p. .Proof. i When A is non-abelian for any s G 0, Aut[ A (
  .. w xsAut A X S by 6, A. Proposition 18.14 . Consequently a Sylow p-sub-p
  s, p. .group of Aut[ A is isomorphic to the wreath product of a Sylow
 . sp-subgroup of Aut A with a Sylow p-subgroup of the symmetric group Sp
 s .using its given degree p representation . Our result follows from the
w xsq 1 srelationship of the Sylow p-subgroups in S and S 7, III. Satz 15.3 .p p
 .  .Parts ii and iii are consequences of known results about Sylow
 . w xp-subgroups of GL n, q for p / q given for p odd in 13 and for p s 2 in
w x w x4 , or 6, A. Theorem 21.3 and Theorem 21.6 .
We now restrict attention to K s S or K s A . Note that for eitherp p
 .choice of K, using Lemma 2.6, if P, A satisfy the hypothesis )) of
  ..Proposition 2.5, p g Syl Aut A .p
3.6. PROPOSITION. Let p be a prime, m be a positi¨ e integer, and K s Sp
or K s A . Suppose for all simple p9-groups A, and any non-negati¨ e integerp
  s, p. .  A, p.   s, p. .  A, p.  .s, [ A i B g K implies that [ A i B g I m .s s p
 .Then K : I m .p
 .Proof. Under the hypothesis of this corollary, condition )) of Propo-
sition 2.5 can be verified using Proposition 3.4 together with the comments
 .preceding Definition 3.2. Hence by Proposition 2.5, K : I m .p
Determining when [ s, p. A i B g K is our next step.s
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3.7. PROPOSITION. Let p be a prime, A be a simple p9-group, and s be a
non-negati¨ e integer.
 .  s, p.i [ A i B g S .s p
 . < <  s, p.ii If p is Mersenne and A / 2, then [ A i B g A .s p
 . < <  s, p.iii If p is Mersenne and A s 2, then [ A i B g A if ands p
only if s s 0.
 . < <iv If p s 2 and A is neither a Fermat or a Mersenne prime, then
[ s, p. A i B g A .s 2
 . < <v If p s 2 and A s q is either a Fermat or a Mersenne prime, then
[ s, p. A i B g A if and only if s s 0.s 2
 .Proof. Part i is clear.
 .  .  s, p.For ii and iii , as noted after Proposition 3.4, [ A is a minimal
 s, p. < <normal subgroup of [ A i B . So if p is Mersenne and A / 2, thens
[ s, p. A i B has no 2-chief factors. From Definition 1.2, [ s, p. A is
B g A .s p
< <  s, p.Suppose p is Mersenne and A s 2. If G s [ A i B g A thens p
   s, p. .B g Syl Aut [ A is abelian. By Proposition 3.5, s s 0. Converselys p G
if s s 0, [ s, p. A i B g A .s p
 .  . < <Parts iv and v may be deduced analogously. In case, A s q ' 3
mod 4, B is a semi-dihedral group and has D ( C X C as a quotient1 8 2 2
 w x.see 4 .
4. THE INDUCTIVE STEP FOR THE CRITICAL GROUPS
In this section we will produce the inductive steps needed to show that,
  sq1, p. .  .in light of Proposition 3.6, the critical groups, [ A i B g I msq1 p
 s, p.  .if [ A i B g I m . There will be exceptions and with this, thes p
section becomes very computational. The basic step to begin the induction
will be supplied in Section 5.
The notation introduced in Section 3 is now applied. Remember when p
 4is a prime, D s 1, . . . , p .
We first show that a ``fixed point free'' action is preserved through our
induction.
LEMMA 4.1. Let A be a group, p a prime, and suppose that B acts on A
 .  .with C B s 1. Let P s B X C , A s [ A . Then C P s 1.A p d Ad g D
 .  .Proof. Suppose x s  d , a g C P . For b g B, let f : D ª Bd g D d A b
 .  .by f d s b for each d g D. Then f g P and so  d , a sb b d g D d
  .. f b  b. b d , a s  d , a . That is, a s a for each d g D and eachd g D d d g D d d d
b g B.
 .Hence for each d g D, a g C B s 1. Thus x s 1.d A
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Recall Lemma 2.1. It is then to be expected that centralizers of elements
need to be computed.
 .4.2. LEMMA. Suppose B acts on A and p is a prime. If x s  d , ad g D d
 :g [ A and P s B X C with C s s , thend p pd g D ¡ ¦C x s C a , .  .F B d
dgD
 4if a is not contained in a B-orbitd dgD~ ¥f fC x s .P  :  :C x s s C a s , .  .F B d /
dgD
f d .where f g F with a s a for each d g D ,1 d¢ §
otherwise.
 .  . <  .  . < < < <Proof. Note that C x F C x and C x : C x p, since P : F sF P P F
p.
 .Suppose first C x g F. Then there is f g F and positive integer jP
j  .  .such that fs g C x R F. Since j, p s 1, by taking an appropriateP
power, we may suppose j s 1.
Then
sfsfs f d .xs x s d , a s d , a .  . d d
dgD dgD
s ds , a f d . . . d
dgD
 4  4Consequently a is contained in a B-orbit. Thus if a is notd d g D d d g D
 .  .  .contained in a B-orbit, C x F F and C x s C x .P P F
 4Alternatively, if a is contained in a B-orbit and f g F such thatd d g D
a f d . s a for each d g D, then1 d
y1 s f ff s f
f y1s f d .x s d , a s d , a s d , a .  .  . .  d d 1 /  / /
dgD dgD dgD
s d , a f d . . 1
dgD
s x .
f f .  .  .  :Thus s g C x and so C x s C x ? s .P P F
Intersections of more than two Sylow subgroups translate into intersec-
tions of centralizers. The next proposition calculates these.
4.3. PROPOSITION. Suppose B acts on A, and P s B X C acts onP
[ A in our established notation. For 1 F i F n, let x g [ A ,d i dd g D d g D
 . n  .x s  d , a and suppose F C x g F. Then there is e g F suchi d g D d i is1 P i
 . ed .that e 1 s 1 and for each i, 1 F i F n and each d g D, a s a . In1 i d i
n  .  n  .. e:particular, F C x s F C x s .is1 P i is1 F i
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 .  4Proof. Since for each i, 1 F i F n, C x g F, a is contained inP i d i d g D
a B-orbit.
 .First, suppose a s a for all d g D. Thus s g C x . Choose g g11 d 1 P 1
n  .F C x R F. By raising g to an appropriate power, we may assumeis1 P i
 .  si.m ig s fs for f g C x . Then for each i, 1 - i F n, g s g s whereF 1 i
 . sid .g g C x , s g F such that a s a for each d g D and m is ani F i i 1 i d i i
integer with 1 F m - p.i
y1  si.m i y1 w ym i x m i y1 m i y1  :Then g f s s s s s , s s s . Thus s s g F l si i
s i w y1 xs 1. Hence for each i, 1 - i F n, m s 1. Hence, fs s g s s g s , s si i i i
w y1 x y1 sy1and so f s g s , s s g s s . Then for d g Di i i i i
 . y1 sy1 y1 sy1f d  .  .  .  .g s d s d s d s di i i i ia s a s a since g g C x .  .  .  . .d i d i d i i F i
 .s dsis a .1 i
a for 1 F d - pdq1. is a s .ds . i  5a d s p1 i
 .  .  .  .Define e by e 1 s 1 and e d s f 1 ??? f d y 1 for 1 - d F p. Since
 .  .  . ed .each f d g C a , e g C x . Moreover, for 1 - i F n, a sB 11 F 1 1 i
f 1. ? ? ? f dy1. e  .a s a . Consequently, s g C x for 1 F i F n.1 i d i F i
In case a / a for some d , d g D, d / 1, there is nevertheless b g B11 d 1 d
bd  4such that a s a , since a , is contained in a B-orbit. Choosed 1 11 d 1 d g D
 .  . hh g F with h d s b , h 1 s 1. The elements x satisfy the hypothesisd i
h  hd ..  .and x s  d , a s  d , a . Hence, there is e g F such that1 d g D d d g D 11
e n  .h ehy1 n  .s g F C x . Consequently s g F C x . The final asser-is1 P i is1 P i
tion follows from Lemma 4.2.
4.4. DEFINITION. Suppose B acts on A and n is a positive integer. B
satisfies:
 .  4nq1  4nCI n if and only if whenever a : A, then there is u : Ai is1 i is1
nq1  . n  .such that F C a s F C u ;is1 B i is1 B i
 .  4n n  4  4CII n if and only if whenever a : A with D a / 1 , theni is1 is1 i
 4nthere is u : A and j, 1 F j F n, such that, if n s 1, then j s 1 andi is1
 .  .u , a are not in the same B-orbit and C a s C u ; or if n G 2, then1 1 B 1 B 1
 4there is l / j, 1 F l F n, such that a s u , u , a is not contained in al l j j
 . n  . n  .C a -orbit, and F C a s F C u .B l is1 B i is1 B i
 < < .Note that if B is a p-group and A is a group with A , p s 1, by
 .  .Lemma 2.1, B satisfies CI n on A if and only if A i B g I n q 1 . Thep
 .  .  .CII n condition fulfills the role that in conjunction with CI n , CI n is
inductive, as the following proposition shows.
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 .  .4.5. PROPOSITION. If B acting on A satisfies CI n and CII n , then
 .P s B X C acting on [ A satisfies CI n .p dd g D
 4nq1  .  .Proof. Let x : [ A , x s  d , a . Note that if C xi is1 d i d g D d i P id g D
s P for some i, then by removing this element, one obtains a set of n
 .elements of A which satisfy the conclusion required for condition CI n .
In particular, we may assume that for each i, 1 F i F n q 1, x / 1.i
nq1  .Case 1. F C x g F.is1 P i
 .By Proposition 4.3, there is e g F such that e 1 s 1 and for all i,
ed .  .1 F i F n q 1 and for all d g D, a s a . Apply condition CI n to1 i d i
 4nq1  4n nq1  . n  .a and obtain u : A such that F C a s F C u .1 i is1 1 i is1 is1 B 1 i is1 B 1 i
Define for 1 F i F n and d g D, u s u , u s ued ., and y s1 i i d i 1 i i
 . d , u . Thend g D d i
nq1 nq1
e :C x s C x s .  .F FP i F i /
is1 is1
 .e dnq1 nq1
e e :  :s C a s s C a s .  . . F  FB d i B 1 i /  /dgD dgDis1 is1
 .e dn n
e :s C u s s C y , .  . F FB 1 i P i /dgD is1 is1
concluding Case 1.
nq1  .Case 2. F C x F F.is1 P i
 .  4nq1  4nFor each d g D, apply CI n to a : A and obtain u : Ad i is1 d i is1
nq1  . n  .such that F C a s F C u .is1 B d i is1 B d i
 .Set y s  d , u for 1 F i F n. Theni d g D d i
nq1 nq1 nq1
C x s C x s C a .  .  .F F  FP i F i B d i /dgDis1 is1 is1
n
s C u . F B d i /dgD is1
n
s C y . .F F i
is1
 .There are two alternatives. Either there is e g F such that e 1 s 1 and
for all i, 1 F i F n and for all d g D, u s ued . or there is no such e.d i 1 i
n  . n  .In the latter alternative, by Proposition 4.3, F C y s F C yis1 P i is1 F i
nq1  .s F C x as desired.is1 P i
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 .Now assume there is such an e g F. If, for each i, 1 F i F n, C y s F,F i
nq1  .  .then F C x s F. Since we are supposing x / 1, C B / 1. Chooseis1 P i 1 A
 .  .  .¨ g C B with ¨ / 1. Let z s 1, ¨ q  d , 1 and z s y11 A 11 1 11 d g D , d /1 j j
 . nq1  . n  .for 2 F j F n. Note C z s F, and thus F C x s F C y sP 1 is1 P i is1 F i
n  .  .F C z , as needed to verify CI n . On the other hand, if, for some i,is1 P i
 .  41 F i F n, C y / F, then since u is contained in a B-orbit,F i d i d g D
n  4  4  .  4nu / 1. Thus D u / 1 . Applying condition CII n to u , one1 i is1 1 i 1 i is1
 4n  .obtains ¨ : A satisfying the conclusion for CII n .1 i is1
 .If n s 1, then ¨ and u are not in the same B-orbit and C u s11 11 B 11
 .  .  .  .C ¨ . Let z s 1, ¨ q  d , u . Then C z F F andB 11 1 11 d g D , d /1 d 1 P 1
2 2 2
C x s C x s C a .  .  .F F  FP i F i B d i /dgDis1 is1 is1
s C u s C ¨ = C u s C z . .  .  .  . . B d 1 B 11 B d 1 P 1
dgD dgD
d/1
 4If n G 2, there is j, 1 F j F n, and l / j such that u s ¨ , u , ¨ is1 l 1 l 1 j 1 j
 . n  . n  .not contained in a C u -orbit and F C u s F C ¨ .B 1 l is1 B 1 i is1 B 1 i
Then there is no f g F such that for all i, 1 F i F n, ¨ f 2. s u .1 i 2 i
Suppose such an f were to exist. Then with e from above ue2. s u s1 l 2 l
f 2. f 2.  .  ..y1  . e2. f 2.¨ s u . Thus e 2 f 2 g C u . However, u s u s ¨ or1 l 1 l B 1 l 1 j 2 j 1 j
e2. f 2..y1  4u s ¨ , contrary to fact that u , ¨ is not contained in a1 j 1 j 1 j 1 j
 .  . p  .C u -orbit. So for 1 F i F n, let z s 1, ¨ q  d , u . We nowB 1 l i 1 i ds2 d i
n  .know l C z F F, and then it is similar to arguments above to showis1 P i
nq1 nq1 n n
C x s C x s C z s C z . .  .  .  .F F F FP i F i F i P i
is1 is1 is1 is1
w x  .The well-known examples given by Ito 10 demonstrate that CI n alone
cannot be used with induction. A particularly lucid examination is given by
w xHuppert and Manz 9 .
Naturally then, in addition, we need to make sure the extra condition
 .CII n will be maintained through the induction. This appears to be
dependent on the prime p and the integer n. For p odd and n s 1, all is
well.
4.6. PROPOSITION. Let p be an odd prime and suppose B acting on A
 .  .satisfies CII 1 . Then P s B X C acting on [ A satisfies CII 1 .p dd g D
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 .Proof. Let x s  d , a g [ A , x / 1.d g D d dd g D
 .If C x g F, then, by Lemma 4.2, since x / 1, a / 1. Again byP 1
 .Lemma 4.2, there is e g F such that e 1 s 1 and for each d g D,
ed .  .a s a . Since a / 1 and B satisfies CII 1 on A, there is u g A such1 d 1 1
 4  .  .that u , a is not contained in a B-orbit and C u s C a . Define1 1 B 1 B 1
ed .  .u s u and y s  d , u .d 1 d g D d
Then
 e:C x s C x s .  .P F
 .e d e :s C a s s C y . .  . . B 1 P /
dgD
 .  .verifying CII 1 in case C x g F.P
 .  4Now suppose C x F F. Then by Lemma 4.2, a is not containedP d d g D
in a B-orbit.
 .  4  .  .If C x s F, then a : C B and so C B / 1. Moreover,P d d g D A A
 < 4  4since x / 1, there is d g D with a / 1. If a d / d / 1 , choose0 d d 00
 .  .  < 4  4y s d , 1 q  d , a ; or if a d / d s 1 , choose y s0 d g D , d / d d d 00
 .  .  .d , 1 q  d , a . In either of the two alternatives, C y s F,0 d g D , d / d d P0 0
 4  .and, since p ) 2, x, y is not contained in a P-orbit. Thus CII 1 is
 .satisfied if C x s F.P
 .  .If C x - F, there is d g D such that C a - B. Since B on AP 0 B d 0
 .  4satisfies CII 1 , there is u g A such that u , a is not contained in ad d d0 0 0
 .  .B-orbit and C u s C a . Note u / 1.B d B d d0 0 0
 < 4  4 If a d / d j u is not contained in a B-orbit, let y s d 0 d d g D ,0
 ..  .d , a q d , u . Since in y the number of components in the orbitd / d d 0 d0 0
 4of a is one less than those of x, x, y is not contained in a P-orbit. Alsod0
 .  .  .  .C x s C x s C y s C y .P F F P
 < 4  4Alternatively, if a d / d j u is contained in a B-orbit, thend 0 d 0
 4a / 1 for each d g D. Choose d / d and choose u such that a , ud 1 0 d d d1 1 1
 .  . is not contained in a B-orbit and C a s C u . Then let y s B d B d d g D ,1 1
 ..  .  4d , a q d , u . First note x, y is not contained in a P-orbit, sinced / d d 1 d1 1
the number of components of x in the orbit of a is one less than those ofd1
 4  < 4  4y. Moreover, since p ) 2, d , d / D and so a d / d j u is not0 1 d 1 d1
 .  .  .contained in a B-orbit. Hence C y F F. Then it follows C x s C xP P F
 .  .s C y s C y .F P
 .Hence P satisfies CII 1 on [ A .dd g D
 .The basic subgroups satisfy conditions stronger than CII 2 . These
conditions are easier to verify with induction in case B does not satisfy0
 .CII 1 .
4.7. DEFINITION. Suppose B acts on A. B on A satisfies Condition
 .  42 2  4  4D 2 if and only if whenever a : A with D a / 1 , there isi is1 is1 i
 42  4  4u : A and some j g 1, 2 such that u s a , for l / j, u , a is noti is1 l l j j
2  . 2  .contained in a B-orbit, and F C a s F C u .is1 B i is1 B i
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 .  .Note that if B on A satisfies D 2 , then B on A satisfies CII 2 .
4.8. PROPOSITION. Let p be an odd prime. Suppose B acts on A with
 .  .  .C B s 1 and satisfies D 2 . Then P s B X C on [ A satisfies D 2 .A p dd g D
 42 2  4  4Proof. Let x : [ A with D x / 1 . Suppose x si is1 d is1 i id g D
 . 2  . d , a . If F C x g F, then, by Proposition 4.3, there is e g Fd g D d i is1 P i
 . ed .such that e 1 s 1 and for d g D, 1 F i F 2, a s a . Consequently1 i d i
 4  4  4  4  4a , a / 1 and so there are u , u : A and j, l with j, l s 1, 211 12 11 12
 4such that u s a , u , a is not contained in a B-orbit, and1 l 1 l 1 j 1 j
2  . 2  .F C u s F C a . Define, for d g D, d / 1, and 1 F i F 2,is1 B 1 i is1 B 1 i
ed .  .  4u s u and y s  d , u . Then x s y , x , y is not contained ind i 1 i i d g D d i l l j j
a P-orbit and
2 2
e :C x s C a s .  .F  FP i B d i / /dgDis1 is1
2
 .e d e :s C a s . . F B 1 i / /dgD is1
2 2
 .e d e :s C u s s C y . .  . . F FB 1 i P i / /dgD is1 is1
2  . On the other hand, if F C x F F, then for some d g D, a ,is1 P i d 1
4  4a / 1 . Observe that by applying an appropriate power of conjugationd 2
 4  .by s , it is no loss of generality to assume a , a / 1. Applying D 2 ,11 12
 4  4  4there exist u , u : A and j, l with j, l s 1, 2 such that u s a ,11 12 1 l 1 l
 4 2  . 2  .u , a is not contained in a B-orbit and F C a s F C u .1 j 1 j is1 B 1 i is1 B 1 i
If there is no e g F such that for all d g D, d / 1, and 1 F i F 2,
ed .  .  .  4u s a , then let y s 1, u q  d , a . Then for y , y , and j, l1 i d i i 1 i d g D d i 1 2
 4as chosen, y s x . Moreover, y , x is not contained in a P-orbit since thel l j j
number of components of y in the same B-orbit as a is one less thanj 1 j
those of x . Finally, by Proposition 4.3, the nonexistence of e in thej
2  .situation considered means F C y F F. Thusis1 P i
2 2 2
C x s C x s C a .  .  .F F  FP i F i B d i /dgDis1 is1 is1
2 2
s C u = C a .  .F  FB 1 i B d i /  / /dgDis1 is1
d/1
2 2
s C y s C y . .  .F FF i P i
is1 is1
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It remains to consider the possibility that there is e g F such that for
ed .  4  4  .d g D, d / 1, and 1 F i F 2, u s a . Since a , a / 1 and C B1 i d i 11 12 A
2  . 2  .  4  4s 1, F C a s F C u / B and so u , u / 1 . Thus, in thisis1 B 1 i is1 B 1 i 11 12
 4  e p. e p.4  4  4situation, a , a s u , u / 1 and so there are ¨ , ¨ : A,p1 p2 11 12 p1 p2
 4  4  4and j, l with j, l s 1, 2 such that ¨ s a , a , ¨ is not contained inp l p l p j p j
2  . 2  .a B-orbit, and F C a s F C ¨ . Define y s is1 B p i is1 B p i i d g D ,
 .  .d , a q p, ¨ .d / p d i p i
 4Using the j, l associated to ¨ , ¨ , y s x . Moreover, by the samep1 p2 l l
 4reasoning as before, y , x is not contained in a P-orbit. Critically, sincej j
p ) 2, not all components of y are contained in the same B-orbit and soj
 .C y F F. Hence,P j
2 2 2 2
C x s C x s C y s C y . .  .  .  .F F F FP i F i F i P i
is1 is1 is1 is1
 .This implies that P satisfies D 2 on [ A .dd g D
For p s 2, extra problems appear. We just have to be more subtle.
 .4.9. DEFINITION. Suppose B acts on A. B on A satisfies E 1 provided
 4  4for each a g A, a / 1, there exists u, x : A such that none of u, a ,
 4  4  .  .  .x, a , and u, x is contained in a B-orbit and C a s C u s C x .B B B
 .  .Note that if B on A satisfies E 1 , then B on A satisfies CII 1 .
 .4.10. PROPOSITION. Suppose B acts on A with C B s 1 and satisfiesA
 .  .E 1 . Then P s B X C acting on [ A satisfies E 1 .2 dd g D
 .Proof. Let x g [ A , x / 1. Suppose x s  d , a .d d g D dd g D
 .  . ed .If C x g F, then there is e g F such that e 1 s 1, a s a forP 1 d
 4d g D. Since x / 1, a / 1 and so there is u , ¨ : A such that none of1 1 1
 4  4  4  .  .u , ¨ , a , ¨ , and a , u is contained in a B-orbit and C ¨ s C u1 1 1 1 1 1 B 1 B 1
 . e2. e2.  .  .s C a . Define u s u , ¨ s ¨ , y s  d , u , z s  d , ¨ .B 1 2 1 2 1 d g D d d g D d
 4  4  4Then none of x, y , x, z , and y, z is contained in a P-orbit and
 .  .  .C x s C y s C z by the now hopefully familiar application ofP P P
Lemma 4.2.
 .If C x F F, by conjugating with s , if necessary, it is no loss ofP
 .  4generality to deal only with case a / 1. Applying E 1 , there is u , ¨ : A1 1 1
 4  4  4such that none of ¨ , u , ¨ , a , and u , a is contained in a B-orbit1 1 1 1 1 1
 .  .  .  .  4and C ¨ s C u s C a . Also note that since C x F F, a , a isB 1 B 1 B 1 P 1 2
not contained in a B-orbit.
 4  4  .If neither ¨ , a nor u , a is contained in a B-orbit, let y s 1, u q1 2 1 2 1
 .  .  .  4  42, a and z s 1, ¨ q 2, a . One checks that none of x, y , x, z , and2 1 2
 4  .  .  .y, z is contained in a P-orbit and C x s C y s C z .P P P
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 4  .  .If u , a is contained in a B-orbit, then since C u s C a / B,1 2 B 1 B 1
 4  4a / 1. Consequently there exists u , ¨ : A such that none of ¨ , u ,2 2 2 2 2
 4  4  .  .¨ , a , and u , a is contained in a B-orbit and C ¨ s C u s2 2 2 2 B 2 B 2
 .  4C a . Moreover, by renaming if necessary, one may suppose that u , aB 2 2 1
 .  .is not contained in a B-orbit. Define y s 1, u q 2, u and1 2
 41, ¨ q 2, a , if ¨ , u is not contained in a B-orbit .  .1 2 1 2z s . 5 41, ¨ q 2, ¨ , if ¨ , u is contained in a B-orbit .  .1 2 1 2
 4Since neither component of y is in the same B-orbit as a , x, y is not1
contained in a P-orbit. Also ¨ is not in the same B-orbit as either a or1 1
 4  4a and so x, z is not contained in a P-orbit. Finally, if ¨ , u is not2 1 2
 4  4contained in a B-orbit, then, since a , u is contained in a B-orbit, y, z2 1
 4is not contained in a P-orbit; or if ¨ , u is contained in a B-orbit, then1 2
 4  4  4since ¨ , a is not contained in a B-orbit, but a , u is, ¨ , u is not2 2 2 1 2 1
 4contained in a B-orbit. So by choice of z in this case, y, z is not
contained in a P-orbit.
 4To check the centralizer condition, note that since u , a is contained1 2
 4  .in a B-orbit, u , u is not contained in a B-orbit and so C y F F. It1 2 P
 .  .  4easily follows then that C x s C y . If ¨ , u is not contained in aP P 1 2
 .  4B-orbit, C z F F since u , a contained in a B-orbit implies thatP 1 2
 4  4¨ , a is not contained in a B-orbit. Alternatively, if ¨ , u is contained1 2 1 2
 4  .in a B-orbit, ¨ , ¨ is not contained in a B-orbit and so C z F F. Thus1 2 P
 .  .  .in either case C z F F and it is routine to verify that C x s C y sP P P
 .C z .P
 4The possibility when ¨ , a is contained in a B-orbit is symmetric,1 2
completing the proof.
 .4.11. DEFINITION. Suppose B acts on A. B satisfies E 2 if and only if
 4whenever a g A, a / 1, for each x g A, there exists y, z : A such that
 .  .  .  .  .  .  4C a l C x s C a l C y s C a l C z and none of x, y ,B B B B B B
 4  4  .x, z , and y, z is contained in a C a -orbit.B
 .  .Note that if B on A satisfies E 1 , then B on A satisfies E 2 .
 .  .4.12. PROPOSITION. If B on A satisfies E 2 , then B on A satisfies CII 2 .
 4  4  4Proof. Suppose a , a : A with a , a / 1 . Choose l with a / 1.1 2 1 2 l
 .  .  .  .  .By E 2 , there is y g A such that C a l C y s C a l C a andB l B B 1 B 2
 4  .y, a is not contained in a C a -orbit where j / l. Letting u s a ,j B l l l
 .u s y for j / l, the conditions of CII 2 are satisfied.j
 .Finally, for the case p s 2, we need to demonstrate that E 2 is
maintained through the induction.
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 .  .4.13. PROPOSITION. If B acts on A with C B s 1 and satisfies E 2 ,A
 .then P s B X C satisfies E 2 on [ A .2 dd g D
 .Proof. Choose a g [ A , a / 1. Suppose a s  d , a . Letd d g D dd g D
 .  .x g [ A with x s  d , x . In order to verify E 2 , note that byd d g D dd g D
s  s .replacing a by a and x by x too , it is no loss of generality to suppose
a / 1.1
 .  4First consider the case when C a g F. Since a , a must then beP 1 2
contained in a B-orbit, we will first handle the case when a s a .1 2
 .  .If C a l C x g F, by Proposition 4.3, there is e g F such thatP P
 . e2.  . e2.  .e 1 s 1, a s a s a , and x s x . Since B on A satisfies E 2 ,1 2 1 1 2
 4  .  .  .  .there exists y , z : A such that C a l C x s C a l C y s1 1 B 1 B 1 B 1 B 1
 .  .  4  4  4C a l C z and none of x , y , x , z , and y , z is contained in aB 1 B 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
 .C a -orbit.B 1
e2. e2.  .  .Then let y s y , z s z , y s  d , y , and z s  d , z .2 1 2 1 d g D d d g D d
 e:  .  .  .Consequently s is contained in each of C a , C x , C y , andP P P
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .C z . Thus C a l C x s C a l C y s C a l C z .P P P P P P P
 .  .  .Since e 2 g C a recall that a s a , neither y nor y is in theB 1 1 2 1 2
 .  4  .same C a -orbit as x , and so x, y is not contained in a C a -orbit.B 1 1 P
 4  4  .Likewise, neither of x, z and y, z is contained in a C a -orbit.P
 .  .  .On the other hand, if C a l C x F F, then still assuming a s aP P 1 2
 4  .x , x is not contained in a C a -orbit by Lemma 4.2. Since a / 1,1 2 B 1 1
 .  4  4applying E 2 for x , there exists y , z : A such that none of x , y ,1 1 1 1 1
 4  4  .  .  .x , z , and y , z is contained in a C a -orbit, and C a l C x s1 1 1 1 B 1 B 1 B 1
 .  .  .  .C a l C y s C a l C z .B 1 B 1 B 1 B 1
 .There are then distinct possibilities: i No two of x , y , and z are in2 1 1
 .  .  4  .  .the same C a -orbit, ii x , y is contained in a C a -orbit, or iiiB 1 2 1 B 1
 4  .x , z is contained in a C a -orbit.2 1 B 1
 .  .Consider possibility i }no two of x , y , z are in the same C a -orbit.2 1 1 B 1
 .  .Let y s x , z s x , y s  d , y , and z s  d , z . Since y is2 2 2 2 d g D d d g D d 1
 .  4not in the same C a -orbit as either x or x , x, y is not contained in aB 1 1 2
 .  4  4  .C a -orbit. Similarly, neither x, z nor y, z is contained in a C a -orbit.P P
 .  .  .  .Also, C a l C y F F and C a l C z F F, by Proposition 4.3, andP P P P
 .  .  .  .  .  .so C a l C x s C a l C y s C a l C z .P P P P P P
 .  .For the possibilities ii and iii , note the symmetry in choices of y, z
and it follows there is no loss of generality if we deal only with possibility
 .  4  .  .ii , that is, x , y is contained in a C a -orbit. Suppose b g C a2 1 B 1 B 1
b b b  .such that y s x . Choose y s z , z s x , y s  d , y , and z s1 2 2 1 2 1 d g D d
 . d , z .d g D d
 .  4Since y is not in the same C a -orbit as either x or x , x, y is not2 B 1 1 2
 .  4  .contained in a C a -orbit. Also y , y is not contained in a C a -orbitP 1 2 B 1
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 .  .and so C a l C y F F. ThusP P
C a l C y sC a l C y .  .  .  .P P F F
s C a l C y = C a l C z b .  .  . .  . .B 1 B 1 B 1 B 1
bs C a l C y = C a l C z .  .  .  . .  .B 1 B 1 B 1 B 1
bs C a l C y = C a l C y .  .  .  . .  .B 1 B 1 B 1 B 1
s C a l C x = C a l C x .  .  .  . .  .B 1 B 1 B 1 B 2
s C a l C x . .  .P P
 .For z, we have z is not in the same C a -orbit as either x or x and1 B 1 1 2
 4  .so x, z is not contained in a C a -orbit. Since x is not in the sameP 1
 .  .C a -orbit as either y or z , z is not in the same C a -orbit as eitherB 1 1 1 2 B 1
 4  .  4y or y . Hence y, z is not contained in a C a -orbit. Moreover, z , z1 2 P 1 2
 .  .  .is not contained in a C a -orbit and so C a l C z F F. Thus, asB 1 P P
 .  .  .  .with y, C a l C z s C a l C x .P P P P
This verifies the conditions necessary to establish that P satisfies on
 .  .  .E 2 on [ A in case C a g F with a s a . If C a g F, butd P 1 2 Pd g D
 . f 2. fy1  .a / a , then there is f g F with f 1 s 1, a s a . Note a s 1, a1 2 1 2 1
 .  4q 2, a and so by the case considered above, there exists y, z :1
 fy1 4  fy1 4  4[ A such that none of x , y , x , z , and y, z is contained in add g D
 fy1 .  fy1 .  fy1 .  fy1 .  .  fy1 .C a -orbit and C a l C x s C a l C y s C aP P P P P P
 .  f f 4l C z . It is then routine to check that y , z satisfies the requiredP
condition for a and x.
 .It remains only to consider the case C a F F. Since a / 1, thereP 1
 4  4  4  4exists y , z : A such that none of x , y , x , z , and y , z is1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
 .  .  .  .  .contained in a C a -orbit and C a l C x s C a l C y sB 1 B 1 B 1 B 1 B 1
 .  .  .C a l C z . Choose y s z s x , y s  d , y , and z sB 1 B 1 2 2 2 d g D d
 .  .  4  4 d , z . Then since C a F F, it follows that none of x, y , x, z ,d g D d P
 4  .and y, z is contained in a C a -orbit, andP
C a l C x s C a l C x .  .  .  .P P F F
s C a l C y s C a l C y .  .  .  .F F P P
s C a l C z s C a l C z . .  .  .  .F F P P
 .This completes the proof that P satisfies E 2 on [ A .dd g D
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5. THE BASIC SUBGROUPS
In this section we consider the basic subgroups used at the initial stage
of the induction. The non-solvable and solvable cases split naturally into
separate discussions.
First, we deal with the non-solvable case. In this case, for a prime p, the
  ..basic groups are B g Syl Aut A where A is a finite non-abelian simple0 p
 < <. <  . <  .  .group with p, A s 1. If p ¦ Aut A , then conditions CI 1 and CII 1
< <  . <for B s 1 acting on A are trivially valid. Should p Aut A , from Tables0
w x <  X .. < 5.1A, 5.1B, and 5.1C in 11, pp. 170]171 and the fact Out F 2 s 2 see4
w x .5 for instance , one verifies quickly that A must be a group of Lie Type
 .  .and that a Sylow p-subgroup of Aut A must be conjugate in Aut A to
the subgroup induced by the Sylow p-subgroup of the group of automor-
phisms of the field over which A is defined. We note that the observations
above are the only applications of the classification of finite simple groups
in this article.
Rather than trying to determine explicitly which pairs of groups, P
acting on A, satisfy the co-primeness from above, as well as the conditions
 .  .CI 1 and CII 1 , we give a more general result which will yield what we
require. We will use the notation and development of groups of Lie type
w xfrom 3 .
 .5.1. LEMMA. Let p be a prime. Suppose that G is a non-twisted group
 .of Lie type o¨er GF q s K. Denote with F the corresponding root system.
 .Let X F Gal K s Y and F s K , the fixed field of X. Identify Y with theX
 .  4 lassociated subgroup of Aut G induced by field automorphisms. Let t :i is1
 < : a  4 lF such that t 1 F i F l s F , the multiplicati¨ e group of F, and let ri i is1
 .  .be positi¨ e roots in F indexed in increasing order. If g s x t ??? x t , thenr 1 r l1 l
 .  .  .  .C g s X and similarly, if g s x t ??? x t , then C g s X.Y yr 1 yr l Y1 l
Proof. For u g X,
g u s x tu ??? x tu .  .r 1 r l1 l
s x t ??? x t s g . .  .r 1 r l1 l
 .Thus X F C g .Y
 .  .  .  l.  l.On the other hand, if l g C g , x t ??? x t s x t ??? x t . ByY r 1 r l r 1 r l1 l 1 lw x  .  l. l3, Theorem 5.3.3 , x t s x t for each i, 1 F i F l. Hence t s t forr i r i i ii i
each such i. It follows that l fixes F and hence by Galois theory
 .l g Gal KrF s X. The second statement is proved analogously.
5.2. PROPOSITION. Let A be a finite simple non-abelian group and sup-
 < <.   ..pose that p is a prime such that p, A s 1. Suppose that P g Syl Aut A .p
 .  .Then P on A satisfies CI 1 and CII 1 .
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 .  .Proof. If P s 1, then P on A satisfies CI 1 and CII 1 . So we suppose
P / 1. As observed prior to the statement of Lemma 5.1, A must be a
 .group of Lie type over a field K s GF q where p ¦ q, and P is conjugate
 .to a Sylow p-subgroup of Gal K acting on A as field automorphisms.
Thus by equivalence of action results in Section 3, in order to show that P
 .  .  .on A satisfies CI 1 and CII 1 , it suffices to assume P F Gal K .
 .  .First, if a , a g A, then, since P is cyclic, either C a F C a or1 2 P 1 P 2
 .  .  4  .  .C a F C a . Just choose u g a , a such that C u s C a lP 2 P 1 1 1 2 P 1 P 1
 .  .C a . Hence P on A satisfies CI 1 .P 2
 .  .For CII 1 , if a g A with C a s P , let F s K , the fixed field of P .P 0 P 00
Either A s G is a non-twisted group of Lie type of A s G1 - G where G
 4 lis the associated non-twisted group. In either case, there exists r , a seti is1
of positive roots from the underlying root system of G indexed in increas-
 4 l  < : aing order and elements t : F such that t 1 F i F l s F andi is1 i
 .  . h s x t ??? x t g A for the non-twisted case one may take l s 1, or,r 1 r l1 l w x.  .for the twisted case, use 3, Proposition 13.6.3 . From Lemma 5.1, C hP
  .  ..  .  .s P s C x t ??? x t . Note h s x t ??? x t g A. More-0 P yr 1 yr l 1 yr 1 yr l1 l 1 l
over h and h are not in the same P-orbit since P is induced by field1
automorphisms, and so at least one of them is not in the P-orbit of a.
 .Consequently, P on A satisfies CII 1 .
Now we deal with the solvable case.
So in the notation of Definition 3.3, from Proposition 3.5, when p is odd
or p s 2 and q ' 1 mod 4, the basic subgroup is B , but for p s 2 and0
q ' 3 mod 4, B is the basic subgroup, although then B still must be1 0
considered too.
At some points a translation of perspective makes calculation and
notation somewhat more transparent.
 .  n. aLet n s o q mod p and set K s GF q . Then K acts, by multiplica-
 . qtion, GF q -linearly on K . By order consideration, one sees that the
 a. qaction of P g Syl K on K is equivalent to the action of B acting onp 0
 n.  .V 1, q , which in turn is equivalent to a Sylow p-subgroup of GL n, q
 .acting on V n, q . For our purposes, then, we will move back and forth as
we see fit.
 .5.3. PROPOSITION. Let p, q be primes with p / q and n s o q mod p.
 n.  .  . nThen B acting on V s V 1, q satisfies CI 1 , and C B s 1. If q y 10 V 0
 .is not a power of p, then B on V satisfies CII 1 , and if , in addition, p s 2,0
 .B on V satisfies E 1 .0
 a. qProof. Let P g Syl K . Since P acts on K by mutiplication, forp
q  .any k g K , k / 0, C k s 1. Because of the aforementioned equivalentP
 .  .actions, C ¨ s 1 for ¨ g V, ¨ / 0. Consequently B on V satisfies CI 1B 00
 .and C B s 0.V 0
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That q n y 1 is not a power of p means there is b g K a R P. For
q  .  .  4k g K , k / 0, note that C bk s C k , but k, bk is not contained in aP P
 . < a <P-orbit. Consequently B on V satisfies CII 1 . Moreover if p s 2, K : P0
 4 a y1  .  .is odd and so there is b , b : K R P, b b f P and C b k s C k1 2 2 1 P 1 P
 .  4  4  4s C b k , but none of k, b k , k, b k , or b k, b k is contained in aP 2 1 2 1 2
 .P-orbit. So B on V satisfies E 1 .0
n  .The condition that q y 1 is not a power of p is essential for CII 1 .
w xThis essence is witnessed by the examples produced by Ito 10 in showing
 .O G may not be the intersection of two Sylow p-subgroups of G. Thisp
condition has arisen before and we explicitly state what we need. One can
w xfind this statement in 8, IX, Lemma 2.7 .
5.4. PROPOSITION. Suppose p, q are primes and s, n are positi¨ e integers
such that ps s q n y 1. Then
 .i If p is odd, then s s 1 and p is a Mersenne prime.
 .ii If p s 2, then n s 1 and q is a Fermat prime.
5.5. PROPOSITION. Let p be a Mersenne prime, p s 2 n y 1. Then B0
 n.  .acting on V s V 1, 2 satisfies D 2 .
 a. a  .Proof. If P g Syl K , then P s K and so CII 1 cannot hold.p
 4  4 q  4However, if 0 / k , k : K , there is l g 1, 2 with k / 0. Choose1 2 l
 4  4j g 1, 2 R l . Let u s k ,l l
0 if k / 0j
u s .j  5k if k s 0l j
 4  .One checks routinely that u , u , j, l satisfy the requirements of D 2 .1 2
 .Hence B on V satisfies D 2 .0
5.6. PROPOSITION. Suppose p s 2 and q is a Fermat prime with q ) 3.
 .  .Then B acting on V s V 1, q satisfies E 2 .0
 .  .Proof. Observe that if ¨ g V, ¨ / 0, C ¨ s 1, and so a C ¨ -orbitB B0 0
consists of just one point. Because q ) 3, there are at least 3 distinct
 .non-zero vectors in V and so E 2 is easily verified.
For q ' 3 mod 4 and p s 2, B must be considered cf. Proposition1
 ..3.5 iii . To handle this case, we develop a little additional notation. Let
 2 .  .  .K s GF q and E s GF q . Note that Aut K has order 2 with genera-
t q  s < ator t such that k s k for all k g K. The group G s x ª ax a g K ,0
 .4s g Aut K is a subgroup of the group of semilinear transformations. It
consists of E-linear transformation when G is thought of as acting on Kq,0
the additive group of K thought of as a 2-dimensional vector space over E.
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Since q ' 3 mod 4, a Sylow 2-subgroup of G has the same order as B , a0 1
 1, 2. . Sylow 2-subgroup of Aut[ A where A is cyclic of order q recall
. 1, 2.  .Definition 3.3 . Moreover, [ A is isomorphic as a vector space over E
 .  .to V 2, q , a 2-dimensional vector space over E. Hence, if P g Syl G ,2 0
q 1, 2.  .the action P on K , B on [ A, and B on V 2, q , are all equivalent.1 1
Again, we use these equivalences to our advantage.
aFor a g K , we use a to denote the mapping in G , a: x ª ax for0
tx g K. Similarly, we use t g G to denote the mapping, t : x ª x for0
x g K.
 : aFinally, let e g K such that e is the Sylow 2-subgroup of K . Note
 : :  .  : :that e t g Syl G and we may choose P s e t and do so.2 0
5.7. LEMMA. In case q ' 3 mod 4 with notation from abo¨e:
 .  .  :i C 1 s t where 1 denotes the multiplicati¨ e identity in K.G0
q k .  .  :ii For k g K , k / 0, C k s t .G0
 . qiii For k g K , k / 0,
a :2 if k g E e
C k s .P a 5 :1 if k f E e
a  .  .and for b g E , C bk s C k .P P
 .  .  .Proof. i Certainly t g C 1 . On the other hand if s g C 1 , thereG G0 0
a  4 t i t iis a g K and integer i g 0, 1 such that s : x ª ax and 1 s a ? 1 s a.
 :Thus a s 1 and s g t .
q k .  .  .ii Let k g K , k / 0. Then k: 1 ª k and so C k s C 1 sG G0 0k :t .
kq .  .  .  :iii Suppose k g K , k / 0. Then C k s P l C k s P l tP G0
 .by part ii .
y1 i j .If C k / 1, there are integers i, j, not both 0, such that k t k s e t .P y1q k t k y1 t k yq k .  .Considering the action of P on K and 1 g K, 1 s k s k
i j j jyq e t i t i q qy1 a .  :  :s kk while 1 s e s e g e . Thus k g e . Note that E ?
q y 1a :  .e is the subgroup of K containing the ? o e -roots of unity. Hence
2
ka a :  :  :k g E e . Also note conversely, if k g E e , t F P.
a : <  . < a : <  . <Thus if k g E e , C k s 2, and if k f E e then C k s 1.P P
a q a :Finally, for b g E and k g K , k / 0, bk g E e if and only if
a a q k :  .  :k g E e . Consequently for b g E , k g K , k / 0, C k s t sP
bk :  .t s C bk .P
We are now ready for the main proposition for the case p s 2 and
q ' 3 mod 4.
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  ..5.8. PROPOSITION. Suppose q ' 3 mod 4 and B g Syl GL 2, q .1 2
 .  .  .i If q is not Mersenne, B on V s V 2, q satisfies CI 1 .1
 .  .  .ii If q is Mersenne, B on V s V 2, q satisfies CI 2 .1
 .  .  .iii If q / 3, B on V s V 2, q satisfies E 1 .1
 .  .  .iv If q s 3, B on V s V 2, q satisfies E 2 .1
 .Proof. i If q is not Mersenne, then q q 1 is not a 2-power and so
a a :  . qthere is k g K R E e . To verify CI 1 , suppose k , k g K . If k s 0,1 2 1
2  .  .F C k s C k ; and if k / 0, chooseis1 P i P 2 1
k if C k F C k .  .1 P 1 P 2u s  5k if C k l C k s 1 .  .P 1 P 2
  .. 2  .  .cf. Lemma 5.7 iii . Thus F C k s C u .is1 P i P
 . a a : <  . <ii If q is Mersenne, then K s E e and so C k s 2 forP
 .k g K, k / 0. Nevertheless CI 2 is easy to verify. Only note that there are
a k k1 2 .  .  :  :k , k g K such that C k l C k s t l t s 1.1 2 P 1 P 2
 .  4 a  : y1  :iii If q / 3, there is b , b : E R e such that b b f e .1 2 1 2
 4  4  4So if k g K, k / 0, none of k, b k , k, b k , nor b k, b k is contained1 2 1 2
in a P-orbit. Note that if ky1 k a g Ea for a g P, it has order at most 2
a  :  .  .and so is not contained in E R e . By part iii of Lemma 5.7, C k sP
 .  .  .C b k s C b k . Thus B on V satisfies E 1 .P 1 P 2 1
 .iv When q s 3, the eight non-zero vectors of V are in the same
<  . <  .B -orbit and if ¨ g V, ¨ / 0, C ¨ s 2. To verify E 2 , suppose ¨ g V,1 B1
¨ / 0.
Given u g V, two cases will be considered:
 .  .  .  .1 If C ¨ l C u s C ¨ , note that ¨ , y¨ , 0 are in distinctB B B1 1 1
 .  .C ¨ -orbits and their centralizers contain C ¨ . Choose x, y gB B1 1
 4  4  .¨ , y¨ , 0 R u , with x / y, to meet the requirements of E 2 .
 .  .  .2 If C ¨ l C u s 1, there are six vectors whose centralizersB B1 1
 .  .intersect C ¨ trivially. Since C ¨ -orbits of non-zero vectors haveB B1
 .length 2, there are, given u, two other vectors from distinct C ¨ -orbitsB1
 .that will meet the requirements of E 2 .
6. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT
All the components for the main result, Theorem 1.3, are now in place.
We begin this section by collecting what we need from Sections 4 and 5.
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6.1. PROPOSITION. Let p be a prime, and A a finite simple group with
 < <.p, A s 1.
 .  s, p.i If A is non-abelian, then for s G 0, B on [ A satisfiess
 .CI 1 .
 . 0, p.  .ii If A is abelian, then B on [ A satisfies CI 1 .0
 . < <iii Suppose p is odd and A is abelian with A s q.
 .  s, p.a If p is not Mersenne or q / 2, then, for s G 0, B on [ As
 .satisfies CI 1 ,
 .  s, p.b If p is Mersenne and q s 2, then, for s G 0, B on [ As
 .satisfies CI 2 .
 . < <iv Suppose p s 2, and A is abelian with A s q ' 1 mod 4.
 .  s, 2.a If q is not Fermat, then, for s G 0, B on [ A satisfiess
 .CI 1 ,
 .  s, 2.  .b If q is Fermat, then, for s G 0, B on [ A satisfies CI 2 .s
 . < <v Suppose p s 2, and A is abelian with A s q ' 3 mod 4.
 .  s, 2.a If q is not Mersenne, then, for s G 0, B on [ A satisfiess
 .CI 1 ,
 .  s, 2.b If q is Mersenne, then, for s G 0, B on [ A satisfiess
 .CI 2 .
 .Proof. i That A is non-abelian implies that p is odd by the solvabil-
ity of groups of odd order. From Proposition 5.2, B on [0, p. A satisfies0
 .  .  .both CI 1 and CII 1 . From Proposition 3.5 i , Proposition 4.6, and
 .Proposition 4.5 with n s 1 , and induction, it follows that, for s G 0, Bs
 s, p.  .on [ A satisfies CI 1 .
 .ii This is part of Proposition 5.3.
 . < <  .iii If p is odd and A s q, then Proposition 3.5 ii gives the
 s, p.  .structure of the action for B on [ A for s G 0. For part a , whens
either p is not Mersenne or q / 2, by Proposition 5.4 and Proposition 5.3,
0, p.  .  .B on [ A satisfies both CI 1 and CII 1 . Applying Proposition 4.60
 .and Proposition 4.5 with n s 1 , and induction, we conclude B ons
 s, p.  .[ A satisfies CI 1 for s G 0.
 .For part b , p is Mersenne and q s 2. By Proposition 5.3, B on0
0, p.  .  .  . p, p.[ A satisfies CI 1 and hence CI 2 ; moreover, C B s 1 and[ A 0
 . s, p.so from Lemma 4.1, C B s 1 for s G 0. Proposition 5.5 says B on[ A s 0
0, p.  .[ A satisfies D 2 . Applying Proposition 4.8, the note preceding
 .Proposition 4.8, Proposition 4.5 with n s 2 and induction, we conclude
 s, p.  .B on [ A satisfies CI 2 for s G 0.s
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 . < <  .iv If p s 2 and A s q ' 1 mod 4, Proposition 3.5 ii gives the
structure for the action of B on [ s, 2. A for s G 0. Moreover A ( [0, 2. As
from the notation of Definitions 3.2 and 3.3. Applying induction with
 .Lemma 4.1 to the fact that C B s 1 given in Proposition 5.3, we seeA
 . s, 2.C B s 1 for s G 0.[ A s
 .For a , q is not a Fermat prime and so by Propositions 5.3 and 5.4, B0
 .  .on A satisfies CI 1 and E 1 . Now Proposition 4.10 with the note
 .preceding it, Proposition 4.5 with n s 1 , and induction yields that, for
 s, 2.  .s G 0, B on [ A satisfies CI 1 .s
 .For b , q is Fermat and so Proposition 5.6 applies, since q ' 1 mod 4.
Applying induction with Proposition 4.12 and 4.13, we see that B ons
 s, 2.  .[ A satisfies CII 2 for s G 0. Another induction, then, with Proposi-
 .  s, 2.tions 5.3 and 4.5 with n s 2 yields that, for s G 0, B on [ A satisfiess
 .CI 2 .
 . < <  .v If p s 2 and A s q ' 3 mod 4, Proposition 3.5 iii gives the
structure of B on [ s, 2. A for s G 1. The case s s 0 must be handleds
separately. However, since p s 2, A s [0, 2. A and B is just a cyclic0
0, 2.  .group of order 2 inverting A. Thus B on [ A satisfies CI 1 .0
1, 2.  . 1, 2.We noted before [ A ( V 2, q . Also, B is irreducible on [ A1
 .  .1, 2.  s, 2.and so C B s 1. Thus using Proposition 4.1, C B s 1 for[ A 1 [ A s
s G 1.
 .For part a , if q is not Mersenne, then q / 3 and so, by Proposition
 . 1, 2.  .5.8 iii , B on [ A satisfies E 1 . Applying induction with Proposition1
 s, 2.  .  s, 2.4.10, B on [ A satisfies E 1 , and hence, for s G 1, B on [ As s
 .  .satisfies CII 1 . From another induction with Proposition 5.8 i and Propo-
 s, 2.  .sition 4.5, we obtain that B on [ A satisfies CI 1 for s G 1. Togethers
 .with s s 0 handled above, we deduce a .
 .  .  .For part b , if q is Mersenne, then Proposition 5.8 iii and iv imply
1, 2.  .that B on [ A satisfies E 2 . Then using induction with Propositions1
 s, 2.  .4.12 and 4.13, we have that, for s G 1, B on [ A satisfies CII 2 .s
 .Another induction, using Proposition 5.8 ii with Proposition 4.5, yields
 s, 2.  .that B on [ A satisfies CI 2 for s G 1. With s s 0 handled sepa-s
 .rately, we have b .
We will now prove our main result}Theorem 1.3. Namely, that for any
 .  .prime p, S : I 3 and A : I 2 .p p p p
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Using Proposition 3.6, given a prime p, a
subgroup- and quotient-closed class K of p-solvable groups, and a positive
 .integer m, in order to show that K : I m , it is necessary only to showp
that if A is a simple p9-group and s is a non-negative integer such that
 s, p.  s, p.  .[ A i B g K, then [ A i B g I m .s s p
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We will consider the prime p as our first variable.
First, suppose p is odd but not Mersenne. Then A s S and thep p
obvious fact that [ s, p. A i B g A , for all simple p9-groups A and alls p
 .  .s G 0, is included in Proposition 3.7 i . To our aid comes Proposition 6.1 i
 . .and iii a , which asserts that, for all simple p9-groups and all s G 0, Bs
 s, p.  .acting on [ A satisfies the condition CI 1 defined in Section 4.
Application of Lemma 2.1 found explicitly in Section 4 after Definition
.  s, p.  .  .  .4.4 gives that [ A i B g I 2 . Since I 2 : I 3 , Theorem 1.3 iss p p p
established if p is an odd non-Mersenne prime.
Next suppose p is Mersenne. If A is a simple p9-group, Proposition
 .  .3.7 ii and iii tells us that if A is non-abelian or is abelian of odd order,
 s, p. < <  s, p.then [ A i B g A for all s G 0, but if A s 2, then [ A i B gs p s
 .  .  . .A exactly when s s 0. Proposition 6.1 i , ii , and iii a asserts that, inp
 s, p.  .each of these cases, B on [ A satisfies CI 1 . As above, this meanss
 s, p.  .  s, p.[ A i B g I 2 whenever [ A i B g A . Thus by Propositions p s p
 .3.6, A : I 2 .p p
For the statement about S , [ s, p. A i B g S for all simple p9-groupsp s p
 .  .  s, p.and all s G 0, and by Proposition 6.1 i and iii , B on [ A satisfiess
 .   .  ..  s, p.CI 2 remember CI 1 implies CI 2 , and, consequently, [ A i B gs
 .  .I 3 . By Proposition 3.6, S : I 3 .p p p
Finally, consider p s 2. Since a simple group of odd order has prime
 .  . < <order, Proposition 3.7 iv and v tells us that if A is not Mersenne nor
 s, 2. < <Fermat, then [ A i B g A for all s G 0, but if A is either Mersennes 2
 s, 2.  .or Fermat, then [ A i B g A exactly when s s 0. Proposition 6.1 ii ,s 2
 . .  . .  s, 2.  .iv a , and v a reveals that in these cases B on [ A satisfies CI 1 .s
 .As above, this proves A : I 2 .2 2
[ s, 2. A i B g S for all simple groups A of odd order and s G 0, ands 2
 .  .  s, 2.  .Proposition 6.1 iv and v tells us that B on [ A satisfies CI 2 .s
 .Consequently, S : I 3 .2 2
 .  .7. GL 2m, p f I m y 1p
As the title of this section indicates, we show that without the hypothesis
of p-solvability in the previous sections, then there is not even a bound k
 .which will ensure that a given group belongs to I k .p
 .Let p be a prime, V be a vector space of dimension 2m over GF p ,
 .  .  .and let G s GL V ( GL 2m, p . Fix an ordered basis B s ¨ , . . . , ¨1 2 m
for V and we will write elements in G with respect to B throughout this
section. We are writing transformations on the right}thus row coordi-
nates are used.
 42 mA maximal flag in V is a collection of subspaces of V, F s V suchi is0
 .that V : V and dim V rV s 1 for 0 F i - 2m. Note that ifi iq1 iq1 i
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 .w , . . . , w is any ordered basis for V, then one can obtain a maximal1 2 m
 42 m  :  :flag F s V by letting V s 0 and V s w , . . . , w for 1 F i F 2m.i is0 0 i 1 i
 .We will say F is the flag associated to the ordered basis w , . . . , w .1 2 m
 .Suppose F is a maximal flag in V and g g GL V . g stabilizes F
g <provided V s V for 0 F i F 2m and g s 1 for 0 F i - 2m. It isV r Vi i iq1 i
 .well known and easy to verify that P F GL V is a Sylow p-subgroup of
 . GL V if and only if there is a maximal flag F such that P s g g
 . < 4   . < 4GL V g stabilizes F . We will denote g g GL V g stabilizes F s
 .stab F .
 ¨ iPROPOSITION 7.1. For 1 F i F m, let B s ¨ , . . . , H , . . . ,i 1
¨ mq i .  ¨ i¨ , ¨ , ¨ , ¨ , . . . , H , ¨ H means ¨ is missing from its expectedm mqi i mq1 2 m i
.  .place , let F be the flag associated to B , and P s stab F . Theni i i i
¡ ¦a s 1j j
for 1 F j F 2m
a s 0jk
for j - k ; j / i , k / m q i
a s 0i k
for m q 1 F k F 2m; k / m q i~ ¥i P s a gGL 2m , p .  .  .i jk a s 0mq i , k
for k s i or k G m q 1, k / m q i
a s 0ji
for j s m q i or j F m , j / i
a s 0j , mqi¢ §for j F m , j / i
m
ii P . F i
is1
a s 1 for 1 F j F 2m¡ ¦j j
a s 0, 1 F j F m; j / kjk
a s 0,jk~ ¥s a g GL 2m , p . .  .jk
m q 1 F j F 2m , k G m q 1, j / k
a s 0,jk¢ §m1 q 1 F j F 2m; j y k s m
 .Proof. Part i is just routine linear algebra, but it may help the reader
A Bto envision P as the set of block matrices , where A, B, C, D arei  /C D
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m = m matrices, A is lower triangular except for column i where non-di-
agonal entries are all 0 and row i where non-diagonal entries are arbitrary;
B has at most one, the ii entry, non-zero; C has ii entry 0; D is lower
triangular except for row i in which each non-diagonal entry is 0 and
column i where non-diagonal entries are arbitrary; and the diagonal
entries of A and D are 1.
 .Using this perspective, ii is easily verified.
We will let I s Fm P in the notation of Proposition 7.1 and proceedis1 i
to show that I is not the intersection of any set of m y 1 Sylow p-
subgroups of G.
Define, for any pair l, s with 1 F l F m, 1 F s F m, g g G by extend-l s
ing linearly the mapping
:¨ ª ¨ for j / m q lj jgl s  :¨ ª ¨ q ¨ .mq l s mql
By our characterization of I in Proposition 7.1, note that g g I if andl s
 < 4only if l / s. In fact, I is an elementary abelian p-group with g l / s al s
basis.
 4k  . kPROPOSITION 7.2. Suppose Q : Syl G such that I s F Q .i is1 p is1 i
Then k G m.
Proof. For each i, 1 F i F k, choose an ordered basis for V,
 i i .w , . . . , w such that Q is the stabilizer of the maximal flag associated1 2 m i
 i i .to w , . . . , w .1 2 m
For each i, 1 F i F k and j, 1 F j F 2m, let w i s 2 m a i ¨ .j ls1 jl l
Step 1. Suppose for some i, 1 F i F k, j, 1 F j F m, and l, 1 F l F m,
i  4  4  i i 4a / 0. Then ¨ , . . . , ¨ R ¨ : w , . . . , w .j, mql 1 m l 1 jy1
To see this suppose a i / 0. Since g g I : Q for l / s andj, mql l s i
i  i. g l s i  i i :a ¨ s w y w g w , . . . , w , it follows that ¨ gj, mq l s j j 1 jy 1 s
 i i :  4  4  i i :w , . . . , w for s / l. That is, ¨ , . . . , ¨ R ¨ : w , . . . , w .1 jy1 1 m l 1 jy1
From Step 1, there are two immediate consequences.
Step 2. For all i, 1 F i F k, if 1 F j F m y 1, and 1 F l F m, then
a i s 0.j, mql
Step 3. For all i, 1 F i F k, there is at most one l, 1 F l F m, such
i  4  4:that a / 0 and for any such l, ¨ , . . . , ¨ R ¨ sm , mq l 1 m l
 i i :w , . . . , w .1 my1
Step 4. For each l, 1 F l F m, there exists i, 1 F i F k such that
 i i :¨ f w , . . . , w . By way of contradiction, suppose that for all i,l 1 my1
 i i :1 F i F k, ¨ g w , . . . , w .l 1 my1
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i  :  i.ql l iBy Step, 2 if 1 F t F m y 1, w g ¨ , . . . , ¨ and so w s w andt 1 m t t
 i. g l l i ifor m G t G 2m, w s w q a ¨ . But this means g g Q for all i,t t t, mql l l l i
contrary to our characterization of I in Proposition 7.1.
 .Putting the pieces together, for each l, 1 F l F m, there exists i s i l ,
 4  4:  i i :1 F i F k such that ¨ , . . . , ¨ R ¨ s w , . . . , w . Clearly1 m l 1 my1
 4  4:  4  4:¨ , . . . , ¨ R ¨ s ¨ , . . . , ¨ R ¨ if and only if s s l.1 m l 1 m s
 .Thus the mapping l ª i l is 1]1 and so k G m.
This example shows that for an arbitrary group G, there is no bound on
 .m where G f I m .p
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